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6.1. Does it matter if you root for the Steelers 
instead of the Stillers?
In the preface to his famous play Pygmalion (the play that 
was adapted as the musical My Fair Lady), George Bernard 
Shaw says, “It is impossible for an Englishman to open his 
mouth without making some other Englishman despise him.” 
Peter Ladefoged cites this description of the social importance 
of accent differences in Britain on p. 3 of his book Vowels and 
Consonants, where he lists “all sorts of non-linguistic notions 
conveyed by speech.” More specifically, he describes the pro-
nunciation differences that are associated with different ac-
cents as being like the differences between saying something 
in a happy or a sad voice, and says, “the accent someone uses 
conveys information about what sort of person they are, but 
this is different from the kind of information conveyed by the 
words themselves.”

But what if two different accents are associated with differ-
ences in pronunciation that affect “the kind of information 
conveyed by the words themselves”? For example, in most dia-
lects of American English, including the Northern Cities dia-
lect spoken in Cleveland, OH, Detroit, MI, and Gary, IN, the 
words heel, peal, and steel rhyme with each other, but are dif-
ferentiated from the words hill, pill, and still by having the 
long i: vowel sound instead of the short ɪ vowel sound. In the 
dialect spoken in and around Pittsburgh, PA, and Athens, OH, 
on the other hand, all six words rhyme and are pronounced 
with the short ɪ vowel sound. So the local pronunciation of the 

name of the Pittsburgh football team sounds to outsiders like 
it should be spelled Stillers instead of Steelers. 

Couldn’t these kinds of accent differences make a difference in 
“the kind of information conveyed by the words themselves” 
when speakers of the two dialects talk to each other, as they 
do every day at the University of Pittsburgh and at the main 
campus of Ohio University, which is in Athens, OH? Beverly 
Flanigan and Franklin Norris suggest that they can. Here’s 
what they say about the possibility of confusions, in the intro-
duction to an article reporting the results of an experiment 
that they designed to address this question: 

Ohio University students from outside southern Ohio fre-
quently complain about not understanding the speech of 
the “locals,” and indeed, while we occasionally tell them 
that their sociocultural biases are intruding and that they 
could understand the regional speech if they simply listened 
more closely, we have been forced to admit that on more 
than one occasion we have had similar difficulty ourselves. 
To test the generalizability of this miscomprehension phe-
nomenon, a set of [target words] was digitally excerpted 
from a story read by a native speaker of the vernacular spo-
ken in southeastern Ohio, a dialect typically labeled by out-
siders, and even by locals themselves, as “Appalachian,” 
“mountain,” “hillbilly,” or “hick” (see “The Bush Fire”, Ap-
pendix 1 [section 6.12]). Our hypothesis was that students 
from within this dialect region, regardless of their subjec-
tive attitudes toward their dialect, would correctly identify 
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the target words more often than outsiders would. [Flani-
gan and Norris, 2000, p. 2]

Here is the design of the experiment that Flanigan and Norris 
did. They chose target words such as steel that are likely to be 
misunderstood and used these words to construct meaningful 
sentences that they could string together to make “The Bush 
Fire” story. They asked a graduate student from the Athens 
area to read the story, “performing” his native dialect for 
them. They then spliced each of the target words out of the re-
cording of the story, including none or a little or a lot of the 
context. They then asked each participant to listen to the tar-
get word and identify it in these three context conditions, in 
the following order: (1) listening to the “Word” alone (no con-
text), (2) listening to the word in the “Phrase” where it oc-
curred (a little context), (3) listening to the word in the whole 
“Sentence” where it occurred (a lot of context).

Table 6.1. Cross-dialect misunderstandings involving the 
vowels in steel and special.

Test sentence from the beginning of “The Fire Bush Story” in Flanigan and Nor-
ris (2000) (target words in italics): 

One time when I was a little kid, I had to take a special delivery letter to 
my pa, who worked down to the steel mill outside of town.

Pronunciations in the local dialect (Southeast Ohio) of the target words steel 
and special (and of other homophonous words) as described in the list on p. 
178 of Flanigan & Norris (2000):

special speɪʃəl = spatial speɪʃəl both words have the long eɪ diphthong 
steel stɪl = still stɪl both words have the short ɪ vowel

Northern Cities dialect pronunciations of the target word and of the other word 
in each set:

special spɛʃəl ≠ spatial speɪʃəl the words contrast short ɛ vs long eɪ 
diphthong
steel sti:l ≠ still stɪl the words contrast long i: versus short ɪ

The top part of Table 6.1 shows the first sentence. (See section 
6.12 for the whole story.) This is the part of the story that con-
tains the target word steel and also the target word special, 
which is pronounced in this dialect with the diphthong eɪ in-
stead of with the short vowel ɛ that differentiates special from 
the minimally contrasting word spatial in most other dialects 
of English, including the Northern Cities dialect that Ladefo-
ged cites as an example of General American in describing the 
differences between American and British English. The mid-
dle part of Table 6.1 shows how these two target words are pro-
nounced in the West-Penn/Southeast Ohio dialect spoken in 
Pittsburgh, PA, and Athens, OH. This part of the table also 
lists other words that are pronounced in the same way in that 
dialect. The bottom part of the table compares the pronuncia-
tions of all of these words in the Northern Cities. As you can 
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see, each of these two targets of confusion involves a pair of 
words that are homophones for the students who are speakers 
of the local dialect, but not for the others. That is, each of 
these pairs contrasts a short vowel (ɪ or ɛ) with a long vowel or 
diphthong (i: or eɪ) in the dialects of most of the non-local stu-
dents of Ohio University, but not for speakers of the local dia-
lect.

Table 6.2 shows some of the results for steel and special. The 
top two rows of the table are taken from Figures 7 and 9 on 
pp. 184 and 185 in the Flanigan and Norris (2000) article. The 
participants in the study were 35 students at two branch cam-
puses in the same dialect region as Athens. Most of the stu-
dents are locals, who work during the day and attend college 
in the evening, and there are few non-local classmates for 
them to interact with. Rows 3 through 6 are from Figures 8 
and 10 on pp. 184 and 185 in the Flanigan and Norris (2000) 
article. They show the analogous results for four groups of par-
ticipants from the main campus in Athens, where students 
come from all regions of Ohio (as well as from other U.S. 
states and from other countries, too). We’ve arranged these 
main campus groups so that the locals are at the top, just un-
derneath the rows for the two groups of locals from the 
branch campuses. The next three rows show main campus stu-
dents who are from other regions of Ohio. The last two rows of 
the table give the totals for rows 1-3 (the locals) and then for 
rows 4-6 (the non-locals).

Table 6.2. Number (and percentage) of students who 
correctly identified the word special in the Word and Phrase 
conditions and the word steel in the Word, Phrase and 

Sentence conditions in “The Bush Fire Story” experiment 
described in Flanigan and Norris (2002). The column of 
numbers labeled with N is the sample size (i.e., total number 
of students) in each of the groups.

campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:           
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:           
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:           

special  
Word             Phrase

special  
Word             Phrase

special  
Word             Phrase

special  
Word             Phrase

steel  
Word        Phrase     Sentence

steel  
Word        Phrase     Sentence

steel  
Word        Phrase     Sentence

steel  
Word        Phrase     Sentence

steel  
Word        Phrase     Sentence

steel  
Word        Phrase     Sentence

total N correctcorrect correctcorrect correctcorrect correctcorrect correctcorrect
branch 1. Chillicothe   21 16 76% 20 95% 0 0% 22 52% 18 86%
campus 2. Ironton 14   8 57% 14 100% 0 0% 9 64% 10 71%
main 3. Southeast 51 36 71% 51 100% 1 2% 21 41% 41 80%
campus 4. Southwest 35 19 55% 31 89% 1 3%  12 34% 27 77%
dialect 5. Central 24 15 63% 24 100% 1 4% 6 25% 16 67%
region 6. North 45 20 45% 43 96% 2 4% 15 33% 35 78%
totals: 1-3 (locals) 86 60 70% 85 99% 1 1% 41 48% 69 80%

 4-6 (non-locals)  4-6 (non-locals) 104 54 52% 98 94% 4 4% 33 32% 78 75%

We can use the results for the first three groups to estimate 
the likelihood of hearing a target word as opposed to some 
other word that is a homophone with the target word in the lo-
cal dialect. This likelihood might be due in part to the word’s 
familiarity and frequency. For example, the word special has a 
Kučera-Francis frequency of 250 occurrences, whereas spatial 
occurred only 10 times in that 1,000,000-word corpus. If two 
words sound exactly alike, such as compliment and comple-
ment, and a listener has no other context by which to make a 
judgment, he is most likely to guess the word that is the one 
he has previously heard more often. So we might expect that 
when they hear the form speɪʃəl, the 86 locals would not be 
very likely to misidentify it as the lower-frequency word spa-
tial. And we might expect this to be the case already when 
they hear it the first time, in the “Word” condition, where the 
form has been excised out of the disambiguating context of 
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the phrase a special delivery. On the other hand, the target 
word steel has a Kučera-Francis frequency of only 45, as com-
pared to 782 occurrences for the homophone still, so when lo-
cals hear the pronounced form stɪl, we might expect them to 
correctly identify it as steel only when they hear it the second 
time, in the Phrase condition, where the stimulus includes the 
larger, more informative context of the phrase the steel mill. 

If non-locals have a disadvantage, we would expect the stu-
dents from other regions of Ohio, such as the Cincinnati/
Dayton area (in the “Southwest” region), the Columbus area 
(“Central”), or the Cleveland and Toledo areas (“North”), to be 
more likely to misidentify the word than the students from the 
Athens area (branch campuses and “Southeast”) in at least 
some of the conditions. For example, when students from Cin-
cinnati, Columbus, or Cleveland hear the pronounced form 
speɪʃəl in the “Word” condition, where it is excised away from 
any disambiguating context, we might expect them to be less 
able than the locals to identify it correctly as special, since 
their own pronunciation of special has the short ɛ vowel 
sound instead of the long eɪ diphthong. So they might misiden-
tify it as the lower-frequency word spatial, since that is the 
only word that is pronounced speɪʃəl in their home dialects. 
Or they might even mishear it as some other more or less simi-
lar word with the same long eɪ diphthong, some word such as 
spaceship, which was “another frequent guess” by these non-
local students, according to Flanigan and Norris (2000, p. 
184). Similarly, when hearing the pronounced form stɪl in the 
“Word” condition, we might expect them to be just as likely as 

the locals to misidentify it as the higher-frequency still, since 
the local pronunciation of steel has the same short ɪ vowel as 
in their own pronunciation of still instead of the long i: vowel 
of their steel. However, we might expect them to continue to 
have some trouble identifying the word even in the “Phrase” 
condition, and to begin to be consistently “correct” despite the 
mismatch between their pronunciation and the local dialect 
only when they hear it the third time, in the even more infor-
mative context of the “Sentence” condition. 

As Table 6.2 shows, these expectations seem to be met, for the 
most part. For example, more than two-thirds (70%) of the lo-
cals identified the form speɪʃəl as special even in the “Word” 
condition, and all but one of the 60 locals identified special 
correctly in the “Phrase” condition, which is a correct identifi-
cation rate of 99%. By contrast, only half of the non-local stu-
dents identified this form correctly out of context in the 
“Word” position, and six of them were still misidentifying the 
word in the larger disambiguating context of the “Phrase” con-
dition, for a correct identification rate of 94%. Also, correct 
identification rates for steel were close to 0% for everyone in 
the “Word” condition, where there is no context to cue that 
this stɪl is the lower-frequency word steel rather than the 
higher-frequency word still.  In the “Phrase” condition, on the 
other hand, where the form stɪl was presented in the context 
of the ____ mill, nearly half of the local students (48%) were 
identifying the word correctly, whereas 71 of the non-locals 
were still misidentifying it there, for a correct identification 
rate of only 32%. 
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Let’s look more closely at these comparisons. The 52% correct 
identification of speɪʃəl as special in the “Word” context by 
the non-locals is clearly and obviously a lower accuracy rate 
than the 70% correct identification by the locals. And the 32% 
correct identification of stɪl as steel in the “Phrase” context by 
the non-locals is clearly and obviously a lower accurate rate 
than the 48% correct identification by the locals. But how do 
we quantify these differences? Do we have a way of saying just 
how different they are? And what about the non-locals’ 94% 
correct identification rate for the word special in the “Phrase” 
context, as compared to the locals’ 99% correct identification 
rate there? Or what about the non-locals’ 75% correct identifi-
cation rate for the word steel in the “Sentence” context, as 
compared to the locals’ 80% correct identification rate there? 
In these two comparisons, the difference is only 5%. Is a 5% 
difference big enough to support the conclusion that the non-
locals are at a disadvantage in identifying these two words in 
these larger contexts? Is a 5% difference bigger than the ran-
dom deviation from the “normal” number of correct identifica-
tions that we might expect to see in a sample of this size? 

In this chapter, we will work through the logic of how to evalu-
ate the proportional size of such deviations from the expected 
count. Specifically, we will introduce the binomial family of 
probability distributions, which gives us a model of how big 
the deviation can be just by chance for samples of different 
sizes, and we’ll work through the logic of how to use the bino-
mial distribution to test hypotheses such as the ones that 
Flanigan and Norris tested. 

6.2. The binomial distribution
The binomial distribution is a family of distributions that 
can be used to evaluate the probability of getting a certain 
number of “hits” (e.g., a certain number of correct identifica-
tions of the target word special) in a certain number of “trials” 
(e.g., the 104 presentations of the form speɪʃəl to the non-
local students in the Flanigan and Norris study), if we know 
what the probability of a “hit” should be on any given trial. We 
will give you the general formula for calculating different rele-
vant probabilities later in this section. But first, as in the chap-
ter on probability theory, we will start by working through the 
logic with some simpler experiments where we have a good a 
priori model of what the outcome should be even before we 
start. 

For example, suppose we roll a die twice (N=2) and ask how 
many times the  side will surface. Letting K stand for the 
number of times that the  side surfaces, there are three possi-
ble outcomes — i.e., K can be 0, 1, or 2. We know what the 
probability of a  on any one trial should be if the die is fair. 
Since there are six equally likely outcomes, the probability of 
one “hit” is p=1/6. We also know the probability of a “miss”. It 
should be 1 – p = (1 – 1/6) = 5/6. To help you visualize how to 
use these probabilities of a hit versus a miss on any specific 
trial to calculate the probabilities for each of the three differ-
ent possible values of K when N=2, we show the sets of se-
quences of rolls in the left column of Table 6.3. Using the 
shorthand notation of a crossed out die to represent any roll 
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that is “NOT ”, there is exactly one sequence that yields 
K=0, and there is exactly one sequence that yields K=2, but 
there are two different sequences that both can yield K=1.

Underneath each set of die rolls that yield the value K, we 
show the corresponding formula for the probability of getting 
that value for K. The probability of the one sequence that 
yields K=2 when N=2 is the combined probability of the first 
roll being a  AND the second roll being a , so K=2 is the 
least probable value. The probability of the one sequence that 
yields K=0 is the combined probability of the first roll not be-
ing a  AND the second roll not being a . Since there are 
five different ways of not being a , the probability of this se-
quence is much higher than the probability of the sequence 
that yields K=2. It is also higher than either of the two differ-
ent sequences that yield K=1. Each of these two sequences has 
an individual probability value that is equal to the combined 
probability of one of them being a  AND the other not being 
a . However, since the probability of the outcome K=1 is the 
total probability of both of these sequences, the probability of 
K=1 ends up being somewhere between the probability of K=0 
and the probability of K=2. 

Table 6.3 also illustrates the probabilities of the different pos-
sible values for K when the number of die rolls is increased to 
three or four. That is, using N for the number of die rolls, the 
table shows the calculation of the probabilities for each of the 
values of K (number of “hits”) when N=2, N=3, and N=4. As 
you can see, the same general trends hold for all of these val-
ues of N. In the case of rolling a die and counting the number 

of times  surfaces, then, the probability of K=N is always the 
lowest, and gets even lower as N increases, because it is the 
probability of a “hit” multiplied by itself as many times as 
there are rolls of the die. The probability of K=0 is the highest, 
because it is the probability of a “miss” — i.e., of any of the five 
die faces other than  — multiplied by itself N times. And the 
probabilities of other values of K are intermediate between the 
maximum value (for K=0) and the minimum value (for K=N). 
However, there is an interesting trend across the columns of 
the table. As the sample size N increases, the difference be-
tween the probability of K=0 and the probability of K=1 de-
creases. The reason for this is that the number of possible se-
quences increases for K=1, but not for K=0, as N increases. So, 
even though the sequences that yield the intermediate values 
for K=1 are each individually less likely than the sequence that 
yields K=0, there are always more sequences than just one. In 
particular, the number of possible sequences peaks at values 
for K halfway in between 0 and N. For example, there are 6 dif-
ferent ways to get K=2 when N=4.

Table 6.3. The rows show the different possible values for 
number of times that a  can show up when rolling a fair die 
twice (the N=2 column), three times (the N=3 column), or 
four times (the N=4 column). These values range from 0 (if 

 never resulted) to as many times as the die was rolled. 
Here we represent the outcome “NOT ” for any single roll 
of the die by drawing an “X” over the icon depicting the  
side of the die. 
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These trends are even easier to see in the first three of the bar 
plots in Figure 6.1, which graph the probabilities for each 
value of K for each of the three values of N shown in Table 6.3. 

In the first bar plot, for N=2, the tallest bar by far is the bar 
for K=0, as we noted above. In the second bar plot, for N=3, 

the bar for K=0 is still the tallest, but it does not dwarf the bar 
for K=1 as much as when N=2. In the third bar plot, for N=4, 
the difference between the first and the second bar is even 
smaller. 

The three other bar plots in Figure 6.1 show the probability 
distributions for even larger sample sizes. For N=5, the prob-
ability of K=0 equals the probability of K=1, and for N=6, the 
probability of K=0 is less than the probability of K=1. For 
N=12, the probabilities of K=0 and of K=1 are both smaller 
than the probability of K=2, which is now the tallest bar in the 
figure. In general, then, as the sample size increases, and the 
number of possible values for K increases with it, the peak of 
the probability distribution shifts to the right. This is because 
the number of possible sequences that yield K=0 or K=N re-
mains the same, but the number of possible sequences that 
yield intermediate values of K continues to grow as the sample 
size increases. 
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Figure 6.1. Probability distributions for the number of 
possible s in experiments in which a fair die is rolled N 
times, for N=c(2,3,4,5,6,12).  

That is, the second row of bar plots in Figure 6.1 suggests that 
the trend that we saw in the cases of N=2, N=3, and N=4 actu-
ally continues for larger and larger samples of die rolls. To see 
this, we extrapolate from the equations for the twelve specific 
probability values in Table 6.3 to state a generalization about 
how to compute the probability for any given value k of K and 
for any given value n for the sample size N when the probabil-
ity of a hit on any given trial is 1/6 (and the probability of a 
miss is then 1-1/6 = 5/6). This computation is the formula in 
(1). 

 (1) P(K=k, N=n)  =   (n
k) * (1

6 )
k

* (1 −
1
6 )

n−k

In this 

equation, the n stacked above the k in the first set of tall paren-
theses is the notation that mathematicians use to denote the 
number of distinct combinations that yield a particular num-
ber of target outcomes. It is read “n choose k” as shown in (2) 
for three of the combinations of values for n and k that we 

showed in Table 6.3. (We calculated these values by using the 
choose() function in R. See R note 6.1 for a description of 
this function, and see section 6.13 if you want to know how to 
calculate this value if you don’t have access to a program with 
a built-in function for this.)

 (2) [“2 choose 0”]  (2
0) = 1 ; [“3 choose 2”]  (3

2) = 3  

  [“4 choose 2”]  (4
2) = 6

So plugging in 2 for k and 3 for n, we can calculate the specific 
value of P for the probability of getting exactly 2 rolls to turn 
up as  when a fair die is rolled three times, as in (3).

(3) P(K=2, N=3) = (3
2) * (1

6 )
2

* (1 −
1
6 )

3−2

=  

3 * ( 1
36 ) * (5

6 )   ≈ 0.0694

Or plugging in 2 for k again, and 4 for n, we can calculate the 
specific value of P for the probability of getting exactly 2 rolls 
to turn up as  when a fair die is rolled four times, as in (4). 
The value in (4) is about twice as large as the value in (3).

(4) P(K=2, N=4) =  (4
2) * (1

6 )
2

* (1 −
1
6 )

4−2

=  

6 * ( 1
36 ) * (25

36 )  ≈ 0.1157
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Of course, we want to be able to generalize from the experi-
ments in Figure 6.1 to other types of experiments, where the 
probability of a “hit” may vary. The formula in (5) shows how 
to generalize from the case of a fair die, where the probability 
of getting a  on any roll is 1/6, to similar experiments where 
the probability of a hit on any given trial is different. 

 (5) P(K=k, N=n) =  (n
k) * pk * 1 − pn−k  

Any set of derived probabilities that can be described by the 
formula in (5) is a member of the family of probability distri-

butions called the binomial distribution. The two values 
that uniquely specify each member of this family of distribu-
tions are the probability p of the target outcome (e.g., the prob-
ability of a  when rolling a fair die) and the number of sam-
ples n (e.g., 2 or 3 or 4 or 12 rolls of a die). The value of n deter-
mines how many possible outcomes there are (i.e., how many 
bars there will be in a bar plot like the graphs in Figure 6.1) 
and the value of p affects which is the most likely outcome 
(i.e., where the highest bar will be in a bar plot like the graphs 
in Figure 6.1). 

If we know these two values, then we can compute the prob-
ability of each of the different values K for the number of 
times the target outcome occurs in the sample of that size. For 
example, if we are modeling a die that is not fair, but weighted 
so that the probability of a  is 48/100, instead of 1/6, then 
we specify p=0.48 in the equation, and get the distribution of 
probabilities plotted in Figure 6.2 for the set of sample sizes 
N=c(2, 3, 12) — that is, the same sample sizes that are shown 
in the first, second, and last panels of Figure 6.1. Alternatively, 
if we are modeling a die that is weighted so that the probabil-
ity of a  is 8/10 instead of 1/6, then we specify p=0.8 in the 
equation, and get the distribution of probabilities for the dif-
ferent values of K that are plotted in Figure 6.3. 
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R Note 6.1 – The choose() function 

We can use the choose() function to find out how many 
ways there are of getting k hits from n trials (which is similar 
to calculating how many possible combinations there are 
when sampling k out of n elements). The choose() function 
has two obligatory arguments, n and k. For example, if you 
wanted to know how many different ways there are of getting 
exactly 2 cases of the  side surfacing (i.e., k=2), when a die 
is rolled 4 times (i.e., n=4) , you would plug in 4 for the first 
argument and 2 for second argument, like this: 

 choose(4, 2)

This will return the following value: 

 [1] 6

This is like when we asked about the number of combinations 
without replacement in the R code in chapter 4, but without 
creating a list all of the combinations: 

dim(combinations(4,2,  
 repeats.allowed=FALSE))

 [1] 6



Figure 6.2. Probability distributions for the number of possi-
ble “hits” in experiments in which the probability of a “hit” on 
any given trial is p=0.48, for samples of size N=c(2, 3, 12). 

Figure 6.3. Probability distributions for the number of possi-
ble “hits” in experiments in which the probability of a “hit” on 
any given trial is p=0.8, for samples of size N=c(2, 3, 12).  

6.3. Useful properties of the binomial 
distribution
Note that Figures 6.2 and 6.3 differ from Figure 6.1 in two 
ways. First, we have labeled the axes to refer to the number of 

“hits” instead of to the number of s, to emphasize that equa-
tion (5) is a general formula. It can be used to calculate the 
probability of a certain number of “hits” out of a certain sam-
ple size in any experiment that is like the die roll experiment 
— i.e., an experiment that consists of a certain number of tri-
als, N, where each trial yields either a target response (a “hit”) 
or a non-target response (“miss”), and all of the trials have the 
same probability p of a hit. So the series of probabilities plot-
ted in Figure 6.2 could describe the expected outcomes of ex-
periments with an unfair die that is weighted so that the tar-
get side (e.g., ) comes up 48% of the time instead of 17% of 
the time. It could also describe the expected outcomes of ex-
periments with a coin that is just slightly adjusted so that the 
target side (e.g., Heads) comes up 48% of the time instead of 
50% of the time. It could even describe the expected distribu-
tion of correct identification rates for steel in the “Phrase” con-
text in Flanigan and Norris’s experiments that replicate their 
experiment with smaller numbers of listeners from different 
dialect areas. That is, if we use their result of 41 out of 86 (ap-
proximately 48%) local listeners identifying the word cor-
rectly as an estimate of the probability of identifying the word 
correctly if the listener is from the western Pennsylvania / 
southeastern Ohio dialect region, then we can use the bino-
mial distribution to evaluate the results of any replicating ex-
periments in any other dialect region. 
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R Note 6.2 – Calculating probabilities using 
equation (5) or the dbinom() function

Calculating probabilities using equation (5) is very easy to do 
in R, and there are several alternative ways to do it. One way 
is to use the choose() function. For example, imagine an ex-
periment in which you rolled a fair die 4 times (i.e., N=4) and 
the  side surfaced on exactly two of those rolls (i.e., K=2), as 
in equation (4). Since the die is fair, we can specify p=1/6. So 
we can plug these values into the equation to get:

  (4
2) * (1

6 )
2

* (1 −
1
6 )

4−2

We can plug these numbers directly into an equation that uses 
the choose() function for the “4 choose 2” part and the op-
erators “*” for multiplication, “/”, for division, and “^” for mul-
tiplying a number by itself a certain number of times, as fol-
lows:

 choose(4, 2) * ((1/6)^2) * ((5/6)^2)

An even easier way is to use the dbinom() function, which 
takes three arguments, in the following order: k (the number 
of hits), n (the sample size), and p (the probability of a hit on 
any given trial), like this for the experiment where there was a 

 on exactly 2 of 4 rolls of a fair die: 

 dbinom(2, 4, 1/6)

Both of these commands should return the following value: 

  [1] 0.1157407

That means that there is a probability of P ≈ 0.1157 (a bit 
more than 1 chance in 10) of getting that result with a fair die. 
The second and third ways of calculating the probability are 
especially convenient when the value of N or K is large. 

The second way in which Figures 6.2 and 6.3 differ from Fig-
ure 6.1 is that the shapes of the distributions are different. In 
Figure 6.1, the more probable values of K tend to be smaller 
values, so that the peak of the distribution in each bar plot is 
at the left and the distribution has positive skew. Indeed, for 
values of N that are less than 5, the most probable value for K 
is 0 (i.e., no “hits” in the sample). In Figure 6.2, on the other 
hand, the most probable values for K are ones that are in the 
middle of the range of possible values and the distribution is 
fairly symmetrical. Finally, in Figure 6.3, the most probable 
values for K are relatively large ones. Indeed, for the first two 
plots, the peak probability is at K=n. For these sample sizes, 
the most probable outcome is a hit on every trial and the distri-
bution has negative skew. 

These differences in distribution shape are directly related to 
the different values for p. In Figure 6.1, the most probable out-
come is for smaller values of K, because the probability p of a 
hit on any given trial is much less than 0.5, so that the chance 
of a hit is small relative to the chance of a miss. In Figure 6.2, 
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on the other hand, the probability p is very close to 0.5, so 
that the chance of a hit on any one trial is about the same as 
the chance of a miss. And in Figure 6.3, p is quite a bit larger 
than 0.5, so that the chance of a hit on any given trial is much 
bigger than the chance of a miss.

There are also important ways in which all three figures are 
alike. First, as the sample size N increases, the probability of 
getting exactly the number of “hits” that is the most probable 
outcome becomes smaller and smaller. For example, in the 
left panel of Figure 6.1, where N=2, the most probable out-
come (which is K=0) has a probability of nearly 70%. In the 
next panel, where N=3, the probability of that most probable 
outcome has dropped to 58%, and in the third panel, where 
N=4, to 48%. And similarly, in Figure 6.3, where the most 
probable outcome when N=2 or N=3 is the largest possible 
value for K, the probability of that outcome is 64% in the first 
panel, but only 51% in the second panel. This decrease in the 
probability of any individual outcome (any specific value of K) 
makes sense, because there are more possible outcomes as N 
increases, while the total probability cannot ever be greater 
than 100%.

Second, as the sample size increases, the most probable out-
come stabilizes around the exact proportion of hits one would 
expect, given the probability of a hit on any given trial. For ex-
ample, in Figure 6.1 the most probable outcome is 0 hits 
(K=0) for the three smallest samples. But when N=6, there is 
a clear peak at 1 hit (K=1), which is exactly at or very near to 
the proportion of hits that equals the probability p=1/6. And 

similarly for N=12, there is a clear peak at K=2, which is 2/
12=1/6 hits. In Figure 6.3, where p=0.8, we see a similar 
trend, with the peak of the distribution being higher than the 
expected proportion of hits for small N, but stabilizing at the 
value of K that is around 80% hits for larger samples. And in 
Figure 6.2, where p=0.48, we see a peak at the value of K that 
is around 50% hits already in the first bar plot, for N=2. 

Finally, as the N increases, the probability of any outcome 
that is far from that peak rapidly approaches 0. For example, 
in the third bar plot (for N=4) in Figure 6.1, the probability of 
3 hits is 0.015 (less than 1 chance in 50) and the probability of 
4 hits is 0.00077 (less than 1 chance in 1000). Similarly, in 
third bar plot (for N=4) of Figure 6.3, the probability of no 
hits is 0.0016, and in the last bar plot of that figure (for 
N=12), the probability of 4 hits is 0.0005. 

These trends are easier to see in Figure 6.4, where we have in-
creased N to 30 for p=1/6 (left panel) and for p=0.8 (right 
panel), and then overlaid the relevant cumulative probabil-
ity curve. A cumulative probability curve, as the name 
suggests, adds up the cumulative probabilities for each succes-
sive value of N, and plots them in a curve. That is, on the left 
panel of Figure 6.4, where the distribution has positive skew, 
we have overlaid the curve that adds the probability of K hits 
together with all of the probabilities of values to the left of K, 
to get the probability of “at least K hits” – that is, the probabil-
ity of getting K or more hits – as in equation (6a) for K equal 
to 9 and equation (6b) for K equal to 10. 
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(6) a. P(k ≥ 9, N=30) = P(9) + P(10) + P(11) + …. +P(30) 

= 
30

∑
k=9

(30
k ) * pk * (1 − p)30−k  ≈ 0.051

      b. P(k ≥ 10, N=30) = P(10) + P(11) + ….  + P(30)  

=
30

∑
k=10

(30
k ) * pk * (1 − p)30−k  ≈ 0.0197

Conversely, on the right panel, which has negative skew, we 
have overlaid the curve that adds the probability of K hits to-
gether with all of the probabilities of values to the right of K, 
to get the probability of “at most K hits” – that is, K or fewer 
hits – as shown in equation (7a) for K equal to 20 and in equa-
tion (7b) for K equal to 19. 

(7) a. P(k ≤ 20, N=30) = P(0) + P(1) + …. + P(19) +P(20) 

=
20

∑
k=0

(30
k ) * pk * (1 − p)30−k   ≈0.06

 b. P(k ≤ 19, N=30) = P(0) + P(1) + …. + P(19) 

=
19

∑
k=0

(30
k ) * pk * (1 − p)30−k  ≈0.025

You can think about what the cumulative probability distribu-
tion represents by imagining stacking each bar with all of the 
bars to its left for (6), or to its right for (7). You can see that on 
each of these graphs, the cumulative probability curve rapidly 
approaches 0 on the side of the graph where the bar heights 

trail off away from the peak of the distribution. The arrow 
points to bar that has the value for K where the relevant cumu-
lative probability is closest to 0.05 – i.e., to the bar for 9 hits 
in the graph on the left and to the bar for 20 hits in the graph 
on the right. (We’ll explain why these bars are important in 
the next two sections.)
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Figure 6.4. These bar plots show the probability distribu-
tion for the number of possible “hits” in an experiment where 
the probability of a hit on each trial is 1/6 (left panel) or 0.8 
(right panel). The dashed lines show the overlaid cumulative 
probability for “at least K hits” (left panel) and for “at most 
K hits” (right panel). 
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What these trends mean is that, first of all, the shape of any 
given binomial distribution is related to the value of p. Specifi-
cally, the probabilities of the different outcomes K will be dis-
tributed so that the probability of any given outcome is at its 
peak at a value of K that yields a proportion of hits (K/N) that 
is close to the probability of a hit on each single trial. Also, as 
the sample size increases, even though the absolute probabil-
ity of any one outcome becomes smaller and smaller, the rela-
tive probabilities of outcomes that are near to the most prob-
able outcome become bigger and bigger, at the same time that 
the probabilities of outcomes that are far from the most prob-
able outcome approach 0. So we can use the cumulative prob-
ability of “at most K hits” or “at least K hits” to test models 
that predict different values for p. (Part 1 of the R code in sec-
tion 6.9 shows you one way to calculate both kinds of cumula-
tive probability.)

6.4. Hypothesis testing
Putting this binomial formula into action, let’s suppose that 
we are sitting at a table in a gambling joint, where we watch 
the shooter roll a die 30 times, and we see the  side surface 
on ten of those rolls. That is, N=30 and K=10. So the propor-
tion of hits is 10/30 ≈ 0.333. The proportion that we expect to 
see if the die is fair is 1/6 ≈ 0.167. So we have a nagging suspi-
cion that the die is weighted to favor the  side. Since it is 
much harder to prove that the die is weighted to favor  by a 
particular amount than it is to disprove that the die is fair, we 
will test our suspicion by setting up a test that will let us reject 

the model of a fair die in favor of an alternative model in 
which the die is not fair. 

That is, we can state our question about the die as a pair of 
competing hypotheses: the null hypothesis, abbreviated 
H0, and the alternative hypothesis, abbreviated H1. The 
null hypothesis describes what we expect to happen “inciden-
tally,” or by chance. The null hypothesis always describes the 
initial model, in this case the model that says that the die is 
fair. The alternative hypothesis describes the conditions that 
would make us reject the initial model, in this case the condi-
tions that would make us say that the die is not fair. That is, 
the alternative hypothesis usually describes a situation where 
something other than pure chance is at play. The box below 
shows one way of phrasing the null and alternative hypotheses 
for this situation. (We’re calling this a “one-tailed test” for rea-
sons that we’ll explain in section 6.6.)

Null Hypothesis (H0), for a one-tailed test:

• The die is fair: getting at least 10 hits in 30 trials is a plausible 
outcome when p=1/6.

Alternative Hypothesis (H1):

• The die is not fair: the probability of getting such a large 
number of hits in a sample of 30 observations is too small to 
accept the hypothesis that the die is fair.

Notice that the alternative hypothesis does not actually give 
an alternative value for p. All it claims is that the sample did 
not come from a distribution where the probability of a  on 
any given roll is 1/6 — i.e., did not come from the distribution 
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of values for K that we would get by pure chance if p=1/6. 
There are so many possible alternative probability distribu-
tions that it is virtually impossible to pick an actual alternative 
probability. For example, if somebody added a weight to the 
opposite side of the die (the  side) to make the die roll  
more often, then the exact alternative probability distribution 
would depend on exactly how heavy that weight is. The heav-
ier the weight, the more often we would expect  to come up, 
but we would have to do a lot of gambling to observe the die 
often enough to get as good an estimate of the unfair p as we 
have of the fair p. Not only is it usually too difficult to state an 
exact alternative probability for the , it is also often not our 
main concern: We really don’t care how loaded this die is, we 
just care whether it’s fair or not fair. So, in our null hypothesis 
we can state an actual probability because we know what we’d 
expect if only chance is involved. But for our alternative hy-
pothesis we don’t state an actual model of the unfair die, be-
cause we don’t exactly know or care how much the die has 
been jiggered if something other than chance is going on. 

This way of setting up the hypothesis is extremely convenient, 
because it means that we can refer to the cumulative probabili-
ties that we calculated using equation (6) or equation (7). For 
example, here we’ve stated our null hypothesis to refer specifi-
cally to the cumulative probability distribution in the left-
hand panel of Figure 6.4. Our null hypothesis states that, if 
the die is fair (i.e., if p=1/6 for the probability of a hit on any 
given trial), the observed distribution of 10 hits out of 30 trials 
is within expected parameters, or that we are relatively likely 
to get at least 10 hits in a sample of 30 just by chance. But, 

looking at the cumulative probability distribution in the left-
hand panel of Figure 6.4, we can see immediately that this is 
very unlikely. The probability of K=9 that we calculated using 
equation (6a) is just a bit higher than 0.05 and the bar for the 
probability of K=10 is already in the part of the distribution 
that is far enough away from the peak at K=5 that the cumula-
tive probability of getting at least that many hits is close to 0. 
In fact, the cumulative probability that we calculated using 
equation (6b) is 0.01970628, which is less than 1 chance in 
50. Does this number signify that the die is loaded? 

6.5. Statistical significance
The cumulative probability gives you a way to calculate how 
confident you can be in rejecting the null hypothesis. But how 
confident should you be? This is a decision that you, as the ex-
perimenter, have to make. To avoid biasing your decision, you 
should decide on a criterion level before you go about calculat-
ing the probability of the outcome that you find. 

A common convention in journal articles that describe experi-
ments in psychology and other behavioral sciences is to spec-
ify the choice of criterion level (typically termed the α level) at 
the beginning of the section describing how the results were 
analyzed, and then to report for each result only whether or 
not the calculated probability of the result is less than the crite-
rion value. A common choice is α=0.05. That means rejecting 
the null hypothesis if you can be at least 95% confident that 
the particular result could not have occurred just by chance.
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In equation (6b), the chances of getting at least 10 instances of 
 in 30 rolls of a fair die is much less than 0.05. So, we can be 

over 95% certain in rejecting the null hypothesis that the die is 
fair, thus rejecting the notion that getting at least 10 hits in 30 
trials is a plausible outcome when p=1/6. In other words, if we 
accused the person rolling the dice of not using a fair die, we 
would have more than a 95% chance of being right and less 
than a 5% chance of making a false accusation. For our statis-
tic, this means that we must reject the null hypothesis H0, that 
the initial model based on chance is correct. Thus, we can ac-
cept the alternative hypothesis H1, which we stated above as 
“The die is not fair: the probability of getting such a large num-
ber of hits in a sample of 30 observations is too small to ac-
cept the hypothesis that the die is fair.” 

Again, notice that we are not proving the alternative hypothe-
sis. We are merely willing to bet that the die is loaded because 
the probability of observing ten instances of  in 30 rolls of a 
fair die is very low. The probability that we calculate for a spe-
cific result is called the p-value. Here, we reject the null hy-
pothesis when we get a p-value that is lower than α=0.05. 
This may seem like an arbitrary cut-off, but it makes compari-
son across studies a bit easier if everybody uses the same cut-
off. Notice that it doesn’t matter what the exact p-value is be-
cause all we care about is whether it’s low enough (that is, 
lower than 0.05) that we can be confident in rejecting the null 
hypothesis. So, whether we get a p-value of 0.049 or 
0.0000049, in both cases, we reject the null hypothesis on the 
basis of our alpha value, α=0.05.

When we set up a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothe-
sis, and specify a criterion probability level for rejecting the 
null hypothesis in favor of the alternative, and then refer to 
the cumulative probabilities calculated with the binomial dis-
tribution, we are using what is called the binomial test. The 
reason that we use statistical tests such as the binomial test is 
that they give us a way to get unbiased answers based on prob-
ability theory. Therefore, when we reject the null hypothesis 
based on a p-value that is less than the criterion α=0.05, we 
can call our result statistically significant. It is significant 
because it satisfactorily answers the question, unlike if we got 
a p-value of 0.30, for example, which is somewhat low, but 
not low enough to reject the null hypothesis (albeit not high 
enough to support the null hypothesis either, which leaves the 
answer somewhat ambiguous). When you read in a descrip-
tion of an experiment that some result is significant, then, 
this means specifically that it is statistically significant. That 
is, some pair of null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis has 
been chosen, some statistical test has been applied, and the 
test has returned a p-value that is less than some criterion 
value (such as 0.05), which allows the experimenter to reject 
the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis with 
a suitably high degree of confidence (such as 95% confidence 
if α=0.05). 

So when we used equation (6b) to calculate the value of 
0.01970628 for the probability of getting at least 10 instances 
of  in 30 rolls, we were applying the binomial test, and that 
value of 0.01970628 is a p-value that is small enough relative 
to our criterion of 0.05 that it lets us confidently reject the 
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null hypothesis that getting at least 10 hits in 30 trials is a 
plausible outcome when p=1/6. This result is statistically sig-
nificant. It signifies that we believe the die is not fair, if we 
adopt the statements of the null hypothesis and the competing 
alternative hypothesis shown earlier.

6.6. Choosing an appropriate null hypothesis
An important thing to notice about this way of stating the null 
hypothesis and competing alternative hypothesis is that it re-
fers only to how large the number of hits is. It tells you to re-
ject the hypothesis that the die is fair if you see at least 10 s, 
but it wouldn’t lead you to reject the null hypothesis if the 
number of s was very small instead of very large. So if there 
was only one  in the 30 rolls, or if the  side never came up 
in the 30 rolls, you would still accept the null hypothesis, 
when it is couched in this way. 

But intuitively, K=0 seems just as suspicious as K=10. That is, 
the peak in the probability distribution function plotted in the 
left panel of Figure 6.4 is at K=5, so the most probable out-
come is that you will see exactly five s in the 30 rolls. And 
the difference between that outcome and K=0 is just as big as 
the difference between that outcome and K=10. To look at val-
ues on both sides of the peak in the histogram, we need to 
state the null hypothesis slightly differently. This different 
way is shown in the gray box below. 

Null Hypothesis (H0), for a two-tailed test:

• The die is fair: the most probable outcome is 5 hits (i.e., the 
probability distribution function in the left panel of Figure 6.4 
has a peak at K=5), but the difference between the number of 
hits observed (10 hits) and the number of hits that is the most 
probable outcome (5 hits) is not bigger than what we’d expect to 
see just by chance.

Alternative Hypothesis (H1):

• The die is not fair: the difference between K=10 and K=5 is too 
big to call it incidental.

Tests of this kind of null hypothesis are called two-tailed 
test, because they refer to values in both “tails” of the probabil-
ity distribution function. Tests that look only at one side of the 
peak in the probability distribution function, as in our test of 
the null hypothesis in Section 6.4, are called one-tailed. The 
distinction is important, because they yield different p-values. 

To see why this is the case, consider again where the bars for 
K=0 and K=10 are relative to the peak of the distribution in 
the left-hand panel of Figure 6.4. The most probable number 
of hits is 5 hits for N=30 trials when the probability of a hit on 
any given trial is 1/6. The difference between 5 hits and 10 hits 
is five, but the difference between 5 hits and 0 hits also is 5. So 
the appropriate binomial test for this question adds together 
the cumulative probability of getting at least 10 hits (of having 
at least 5 more hits than the most probable number of hits) 
and the cumulative probability of getting at most 0 hits (of 
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having at most 5 fewer hits than the most probable number of 
hits). That sum is shown in equation (8).

(8) P(k ≤ 0, N=30) + P(k ≥ 10, N=30) = 
 P(0)+P(10)+P(11)+P(12)+…+P(30) =

(30
0 ) * p0 * (1 − p)30−0 +

10

∑
k=0

(30
k ) * p10 * (1 − p)30−10  

     
 
≈ 0.0197 + 0.0042 = 0.0239

This p-value is still less than our criterion level of α=0.05, so 
the result of observing 10 instances of  in 30 rolls of a die is 
statistically significant and can be interpreted as signifying 
that the die is probably not fair by either way of setting up the 
null hypothesis. But the fact that we can get different p-values 
indicates that we need to be careful about how we phrase the 
null hypothesis. That is, we need to make sure that the null hy-
pothesis and the paired alternative hypothesis are really rele-
vant to answering our research question. 

6.7. Answering the research question
The larger research question that we address in this chapter is 
whether non-local students at Ohio University are at a disad-
vantage compared to local students when identifying words 
that are pronounced as homophones in the local West Penn 
dialect. The results of the Flanigan and Norris study that we 
showed in Table 6.2 suggest that they are. For example, where 

48% of the local students correctly identified stɪl as steel when 
they listened to that form in the “Phrase” condition, only 32% 
of the non-locals correctly identified the intended word in that 
context. And even in the more informative “Sentence” condi-
tion, where 80% of the locals identified the word correctly, 
only 75% of the non-locals identified the word as steel. 

When we saw these results, we felt confident that the 16% dif-
ference in the “Phrase” condition signified a disadvantage, but 
we were far less certain about the 5% difference in the “Sen-
tence” condition. If we use the identification rates for the lo-
cals as an estimate of the probability of guessing that stɪl is 
steel rather than still when the two words are both pro-
nounced as stɪl in your home dialect, then we can apply the bi-
nomial test to evaluate the 16% difference in the “Phrase” con-
dition and the 5% difference in the “Sentence” condition. That 
is, the responses of the N=104 non-local students can be evalu-
ated in terms of the expected number of hits (i.e., correct iden-
tifications of the word as steel) when the probability of a hit 
on any given trial is 0.48 (for the “Phrase” condition) or 0.8 
(for the “Sentence” condition). 

To apply the binomial test in this way, we must first set up the 
pairs of null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis that are ap-
propriate for answering our research questions. Since our 
larger question is about a possible disadvantage, we are not 
interested in the size of the difference alone, but also in the di-
rection. That is, if the non-locals were more accurate than the 
locals, then the difference could not signify a disadvantage no 
matter how large or small it is. So we phrase the null hypothe-
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sis as a one-tailed test, as shown in (9) for the “Phrase” condi-
tion and in (10) for the “Sentence” condition. 

(9) H0: The non-locals have the same probability of re-
sponding correctly as do the locals: getting at 
most 33 hits out of 104 is a plausible outcome 
when p=0.48.

 H1: The non-locals are at a disadvantage: the probabil-
ity of getting that few hits in a sample of 104 ob-
servations is far too small to accept the null hy-
pothesis that the non-locals are just as likely to re-
spond correctly as the locals are.

(10) H0: The non-locals have the same probability of re-
sponding correctly as do the locals: getting at most 
78 hits out of 104 is a plausible outcome when 
p=0.8.

 H1: The non-locals are at a disadvantage: the probability 
of getting that few hits in a sample of 104 observa-
tions is far too small to accept the null hypothesis.

Figure 6.5. The bar plot and the y-axis on the left side of 
the graph show the probability distribution for the number of 
possible “hits” in an experiment where 104 people are asked 
to identify the word steel in the Flanigan and Norris study in 
the “Phrase” condition. In this graph, we’ve scaled the y-axis 
differently for the bar graph and the curve, so that the y-axis 
labels on the left side correspond to the probability 
distribution, while the y-axis on the right side of the plot and 
the dashed line show the cumulative probability that there 
are at least that many hits if the probability of a hit on any 
trial is 0.48 — i.e., the same as the proportion of “hits” for 
the locals. 

Of course, since the issue here is a disadvantage for the non-
locals, as contrasted with an advantage for  in the fair die 
question, the direction relative to the peak of the binomial dis-
tribution for the null hypothesis is the opposite one. This 
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means that we do not want to adapt the equations in (6), 
which calculated the cumulative probabilities of getting at 
least 9 hits or of getting at least 10 hits, as we showed in the 
left-hand panel of Figure 6.4. Instead, we want to adapt the 
equations in (7), to calculate the cumulative probability of get-
ting at most 33 hits (in the “Phrase” condition) or at most 78 
hits (in the “Sentence” condition).  

Figure 6.5 shows the binomial distribution for the “Phrase” 
condition, where N=104 and p=0.48. The overlaid dashed line 
shows the cumulative probability of getting at most K hits, cal-
culated by adapting the equations in (7). Notice that the scale 
for the dashed line doesn’t match up with the scale for the bar 
plot. That’s because we have put a different scale on the right 
for the cumulative probability that shrinks the size to fit the 
height of the bar graphs, so you have to read the ticks on the 
right axis to see the cumulative probability for each point. (If 
you want to see what the cumulative probability distribution 
would look like at the same scale as the bars, we have given 
you the code to create your own graphs in the R code at the 
end of the chapter). There is an arrow pointing to the position 
along the x-axis where the cumulative probability reaches our 
criterion level of α=0.05. There is another arrow pointing to 
K=33. This arrow is to the left of the arrow marking the crite-
rion value. So, the result that only 33 of the non-locals cor-
rectly identified the word is statistically significant, and we 
can confidently reject the null hypothesis that says that the 
non-locals are not at a disadvantage to the locals when identi-
fying the word in the context of the phrase the steel mill.  

Figure 6.6 shows the binomial distribution for the “Sentence” 
condition, where p=0.8. Again, the overlaid dashed line, and 
the measurements along the right axis, show the cumulative 
probability of getting at most K hits, calculated by adapting 
the equations in (7), and again there is an arrow pointing to 
the position along the x-axis where the cumulative probability 
reaches our criterion level of α=0.05. There is another arrow 
pointing to K=78. This arrow is to the right of the arrow mark-
ing the criterion value. So, the result that only 78 of the non-
locals correctly identified the word is not statistically signifi-
cant, and we cannot confidently reject the null hypothesis that 
says that the non-locals are not at a disadvantage to the locals 
when identifying the word in the context of the whole sen-
tence. In this case, we are forced by our alpha value (α=0.05) 
to accept the null hypothesis, that there seems to be no sub-
stantial disadvantage for the non-locals in identifying the 
word steel pronounced stɪl, when it is heard in the context of 
an entire sentence. So, as a partial answer to the question 
posed in the title of Section 6.1 (“Does it matter whether you 
root for the Steelers instead of the Stillers?”), we can say that 
whether it matters depends on whether you are a local or non-
local, and if you are a non-local, whether you hear the word all 
by itself, or in the context of a larger phrase, or in the context 
of a whole sentence.1

1 Unless you’re a Bengals or Browns fan, in which case, the answer is unequivocally 
no.
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Figure 6.6. The histogram and y-axis on the left side of the 
plot show the probability distribution for the number of 
possible “hits” in an experiment where 104 people are asked 
to identify the word steel in the Flanigan and Norris study, in 
the “Sentence” condition. The dashed line and the y-axis on 
the right side of the plot show the cumulative probability 
that there are at least that many hits if the probability of 
identifying the word correctly on any trial is 0.8 — i.e., the 
same as the proportion of “hits” for the locals.

6.8. Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the family of distributions 
known as the binomial distribution. The binomial distribution 
reflects the interaction of two terms: the probability of hits 
and misses, and the number of trials. This makes it a perfect 
tool for comparison in the case of experiments that use “suc-
cess” and “failure” or some other binary choice (“yes/no”, 
“on/off” etc.). We can use the binomial distribution to easily 
find the probability of some number of outcomes in a certain 
number of trials. Even better, we can use it to find the cumula-
tive probability of some number of outcomes (adapting the 
equations in (6) or (7)). We can also use it to make compari-

sons between two groups to find out if the difference in out-
comes is significant. 

In this chapter, we also introduced the idea of a statistical test. 
All statistical tests have many components in common, which 
you will continue to use in later chapters. Among these are the 
idea of an alpha value (α), which is an arbitrary criterion we 
must establish to reject the null hypothesis. Following the typi-
cal use in behavioral science, we use α=0.05, which gives us at 
least a 95% chance of being right when we reject the null hy-
pothesis. Thus, a p-value that is less than 0.05 gives us a statis-
tically significant result. The null hypothesis (H0) and alterna-
tive hypothesis (H1) will vary from test to test, but the null hy-
pothesis will generally reflect an outcome that is what we ex-
pect to happen based on chance. So, what we aim to do with a 
statistical test is provide enough evidence so that we are 95% 
confident that the null hypothesis is false, which allows us to 
accept our alternative hypothesis, as long as we are careful to 
make sure that the alternative hypothesis is appropriately for-
mulated. 

Summary of key terms:
Binomial distribution: A family of distributions that can 

be used to evaluate the probability of getting a certain num-
ber of hits (K) out of a certain number of trials (N), given 
the probability of a hit (P) on any given trial. 

  P(K=k, N=n) = (n
k) * pk * 1 − pn−k
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Null Hypothesis (H0): The “straw man” hypothesis that we 
set up that describes the outcome of a simpler model than 
the one we think our observations suggests – e.g., the hy-
pothesis that a given face of the die could have surfaced at 
least 10 times in 30 rolls just by chance, if the die is fair. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The hypothesis that de-
scribes the pattern that we see in the data that we suspect 
may not be accounted for by the simpler model in the null 
hypothesis – e.g., the hypothesis that a given face of the die 
is extremely unlikely to have surfaced at least 10 times in 
30 rolls just by chance, if the die is fair. 

p-value: Essentially, the probability of the null hypothesis be-
ing correct. The area under a probability curve correspond-
ing to the number generated by the appropriate statistic.

alpha value (α): The criterion probability level for rejecting 
the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis. In 
the behavioral sciences, typically α=0.05. 

Binomial test: Using the cumulative probabilities calcu-
lated with the binomial distribution, we make a comparison 
across the expected and observed outcome of a set of trials 
to obtain a p-value. Comparing the p-value result of this 
test with our alpha value tells us if we have achieved signifi-
cance, and can reject the null hypothesis. For the binomial 
test, there are two ways of formulating the competing hy-
potheses: 

• One-tailed test: In evaluating a null hypothesis for a one-
tailed test, we look only at the probability of getting at least 
(or at most) some number of hits.

• Two-tailed test: In evaluating a null hypothesis for a two-
tailed test, we look at differences relative to the most 
probable number, and we look at differences in both 
directions.

Statistical significance: The result of a test such as the Bi-
nomial test is statistically significant if we can reject the 
null hypothesis based on a p-value that is less than a speci-
fied criterion value such as α=0.05. When you read in a de-
scription of an experiment that some result is significant, 
then, this means specifically that it is statistically signifi-
cant.

6.9 R code
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R code and exercises

6.9. R code
A copy of this R note is saved inside a script that is called 
Chapter06.R and can be found in the list on the course web-
site, at http://hdl.handle.net/1811/77848, or directly at 
http://kb.osu.edu/dspace/bitstream/handle/1811/77848/Cha
pter06.R.

Part 1. Using the binomial test to compare propor-
tions.

This section gives R code that you can use to compare the pro-
portions that we gave above in the last two rows of Table 6.2. 
Specifically, we show you how to calculate the probability of 
getting at most 33 hits out of 104 trials, if the probability of a 
hit on each trial is 48%. This is what you need to do to com-
pare the non-locals’ 32% identification rate of steel in the 
“Phrase” condition to the locals’ 48% correct identification of 

this lower-frequency target word. We can make it easier to 
keep track of the numbers if we give them names, like this for 
the number of non-locals:

N=104

and like this for the number of them who correctly identified 
stɪl as steel (rather than as still or something else entirely):

K=33

and like this for the proportion of correct responses for the lo-
cals:

p=41/86

The name “p” here reminds us that this proportion (this ratio 
of the number of correct responses for the number of listeners 
who are local to the dialect area) is what we are using to esti-
mate the probability of identifying the word steel in the con-
text the ____ mill if both steel and still are pronounced as stɪl 
for you. Now that you have these three numbers, you can plug 
them into equation (6) to calculate the probability of exactly 
33 of the 104 non-local listeners identifying the word correctly 
if they have the same chance of getting it right as the locals. 
Use the dbinom() function that we showed you in R Note 
6.2, to calculate equation (6):

dbinom(33, 104, 41/86)

or if you use the names for the numbers that we suggested you 
assign:
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dbinom(K, N, p)

Either of these equivalent ways of specifying the formula will 
return the following result:

[1] 0.0003602164

You can plug any sequence of numbers into this function, us-
ing the a:b notation for a vector that is a sequence of integers 
from a to b, like this:

dbinom(0:33, 104, 41/86)

or like this:

dbinom(0:K, N, p)

to calculate the probability of exactly 0 of the 104 non-locals 
getting it right, exactly 1 of the 104 getting it right, exactly 2 of 
the 104 getting right, and so on, up to the result you calculated 
above for exactly 33 (the value you stored in K) getting it 
right. That is, this command will return a vector of 34 num-
bers, like this:

 [1] 5.575226e-30 5.282837e-28 2.478824e-26 7.678847e-25 1.766561e-23

 [6] 3.219067e-22 4.839331e-21 6.172836e-20 6.819269e-19 6.627319e-18

[11] 5.736313e-17 4.466212e-16 3.153642e-15 2.033425e-14 1.204240e-13

[16] 6.583177e-13 3.336391e-12 1.573555e-11 6.929471e-11 2.857698e-10

[21] 1.106564e-09 4.032811e-09 1.386228e-08 4.502897e-08 1.384641e-07

[26] 4.036997e-07 1.117593e-06 2.941614e-06 7.370377e-06 1.759854e-05

[31] 4.008557e-05 8.718251e-05 1.812064e-04 3.602164e-04

(Notice that many of these values are so small that they can 
only be printed out conveniently in scientific notation. So for 
example, the probability of exactly 16 of the non-locals getting 

it correct is 6.583177e-13, which means 6.583177 * 101/13 = 
0.0000000000006583177.) In order to calculate the cumula-
tive probability (of getting exactly 0 or exactly 1 or exactly 2 
and so on, up to exactly 33 correct — i.e., the probability of get-
ting at most 33 correct), you can plug that formula into the 
sum() function, using one of the following variants of the 
same command: 

sum(dbinom(0:33, 104, 41/86))

sum(dbinom(0:K, N, p))

That gives us a cumulative probability of at most 33 correct 
out of 104:

[1] 0.0006983256

This means that there are less than 7 chances in 1000 of get-
ting 33 or fewer steel responses from the 104 non-local listen-
ers if they were not at a disadvantage relative to the locals. 

Note that R also has a function for the binomial test that you 
can use. The function name is binom.test() and the nu-
merical arguments that you need to specify are the values of 
K, N, and p. There is also a fourth argument (“alterna-
tive”) that you can use to tell R what kind of alternative hy-
pothesis you are assuming. This argument can take any of 
three values:  "two.sided" (for a two-tailed test), "less" 
(when you are asking the probability of getting “at most K 
hits”) or "more" (when you are asking the probability of get-
ting “at least K hits”). Here is how to use the function to calcu-
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late the probability of getting at most 33 correct responses out 
of 104, if the probability of a correct response is 41/86:

binom.test(33, 104, p=41/86,  
 alternative="less")

This returns 10 lines of output, including the following line:

p-value = 0.0006983

which is approximately the same value that R returns when 
you use dbinom() to calculate the sequence of probabilities 
for the values 0 through 33 and then add them together using 
sum(). 

Here is how you would use each of these methods to calculate 
the probability of getting 10 or more s out of 30 rolls of a 
fair die (as described for the left panel of Figure 6.4 above).

sum(dbinom(10:30, 30, 1/6))

binom.test(10, 30, p=1/6,  
 alternative="greater")

The first of these will give you the result:

[1] 0.01970628

The second of these will give you the result:

p-value = 0.01971

And here is how you would use each of these methods to calcu-
late the probability of getting 10 or more s OR no s out of 
30 rolls of a fair die, as in (8):

sum(dbinom(0, 30, 1/6), dbinom(10:30, 30,  
 1/6))

binom.test(10, 30, p=1/6,  
 alternative="two.sided")

Either of these will give you the same result (once you account 
for rounding):

[1] 0.02391900

p-value = 0.02392

Part 2. Plotting the binomial distribution for any val-
ues of n and p

The fact that you can specify a sequence of numbers as the 
first argument to the dbinom() function means that you can 
also embed a call to that function inside the barplot() func-
tion in order to plot the probability distribution for any mem-
ber of the binomial family, like this for the values n=104 and 
p=41/86: 

barplot(dbinom(0:104, 104, 41/86),  
 names.arg=0:104, ylim=c(0,0.1),  
 xlab="number of hits (out of 104)",  
 ylab="probability of that many hits for  
 p=41/86")

The dbinom(0:104, 104, 41/86) argument will generate 
a vector of 105 probabilities to use as the heights of the bars, 
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and the “names.arg=0:104” argument tells R to use the 
same sequence of 105 numbers from 0 to 104 as the names for 
the bars. 

There is another function related to the dbinom() function 
that calculates the cumulative probability for any value of K in 
a binomial distribution. This is the pbinom() function, and 
its first three arguments are just like the arguments for dbi-
nom() – i.e., a value for K, a value for n, and a value for p. 
There is also a fourth argument lower.tail, that specifies 
whether to sum together probabilities for all outcomes up to 
and including K (for “at most K”) or to sum together probabili-
ties for all outcomes that are greater than K (so you’ll have to 
specify K-1 instead of K to get “at most K”).

Here’s how to use pbinom() to calculate the probability of 
having at most 33 hits out of 104, when the probability of a hit 
on any one trial is 41/86 (as in Figure 6.5). 

pbinom(33, 104, p=41/86, lower.tail=TRUE)

This returns the same value as:

sum(dbinom(0:33, 104, p=41/86))

Here’s how to use pbinom() to calculate the probability of 
having at most 10 hits out of 30, when the probability of a hit 
on any one trial is 1/6 (as in the left-hand panel of Figure 6.4). 

pbinom(9, 30, p=1/6, lower.tail=FALSE)

This returns the same value as:

sum(dbinom(10:30, 30, p=1/6))

As with the dbinom() function, you can specify a sequence of 
values for K instead of just 1 value, like this to calculate the cu-
mulative probability for all 105 possible outcomes in Figure 
6.5 above:

pbinom(0:104, 104, p=41/86, 
 lower.tail=TRUE)

And you can embed that into a plot() command, to make a 
figure plotting the cumulative probability curve, like this:

plot(0:104, pbinom(0:104, 104, p=41/86,  
 lower.tail=TRUE), type="l", xlab="number  
 of hits (K)", ylab="probability of at  
 least K hits")

Remember that plot() draws points or lines at (sequences 
of) pairs of {x, y} values. The first argument here (0:104) 
specifies the 105 x-values and the second argument (the pbi-
nom() command) generates the 105 y-values. The third argu-
ment says to make a plot of type “l” for lines connecting the 
{x, y} pairs.

You can now use the abline() function to add a vertical line 
at K=33, to visualize where the probability of getting at most 
33 correct responses is along this curve:

abline(v=33)
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Here’s how you could plot the cumulative probability of get-
ting at most K hits out of 30, for p=1/6 (as in the overlaid 
curve in the left panel of Figure 6.4):

plot(0:30, pbinom(-1:29, 30, p=1/6,  
 lower.tail=FALSE), type="l", xlab="number  
 of hits (K)", ylab="probability of at most  
 K hits")

Note that you now want to specify lower.tail=FALSE and 
the vector of values for K will run from -1 to 29, since the pbi-
nom() function with lower.tail=FALSE calculates the cu-
mulative probability for values that are strictly greater than K 
and not for values that are less than or equal to K (so, the prob-
ability of ‘0 or more’ translates to the probability of ‘greater 
than -1 or more’). Once you have this plot, you can then use 
abline() to add dotted vertical lines at 9 and at 10, so that 
you can visualize the probabilities of getting at least nine s 
or at least ten s out of 30 rolls of a fair die – i.e., the values 
that were calculated in equations (6a) and (6b). 

abline(v=c(9,10), lty=3)

To visualize the probability distribution and the cumulative 
probability curve for the values n=104 and p=41/86, as well as 
the vertical line at K=33 in one graph, you can use following 
set of commands. First, we will create a vector of numbers 
that are randomly sampled from the binomial distribution 
where N=104 and p=41/86. We will ask for a million numbers 
so that the distribution is as close as possible to the binomial 

distribution (see chapter 9 on the central limit theorem to un-
derstand how sample size effects a sampling distribution). 

birandom= rbinom(1000000,104,41/86)

Then we will create a histogram of the random sample. We 
need a histogram rather than a barplot in order to overlay the 
cumulative probability curve. We specify the xlim to go from 
0 to 104, and the ylim to go from 0 to 1, so that we can see 
the entirety of the cumulative probability, even though the his-
togram bars only take up a small area. We also want to specify 
freq=FALSE to tell R to plot the proportion of each bar (den-
sity) rather than the token count (frequency).

hist(birandom,freq=FALSE, ylim=c(0,1), 
 xlim=c(0,104), breaks=seq(0.5,104.5,1),  
 col="gray", xlab="", ylab="probability of  
 exactly K hits", main="")

Then we can add the line plot of the cumulative probability dis-
tribution, as we did above, first specifying that we are going to 
add new information to the existing plot with the par() func-
tion:

par(new=T)

plot(0:104, pbinom(0:104, 104, p=41/86,  
 lower.tail=TRUE), ylim=c(0,1),  
 xlim=c(0,104),type="l", lty=2,xlab="", 

 ylab="")
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Then we can add some text to clarify what is shown on each 
axis:

mtext("probability of at least K hits ",  
 side=4, line=1)

mtext("K = number of hits ('steel'  
 responses) predicted in the 'Phrase'  
 condition",line=2)

Then, we can add a vertical line to show the probability of get-
ting at least 33 hits.

abline(v=33)

6.10. Exercises
1.  Adapt the code in Section 6.9, part 1, to calculate the 

probability of the following outcomes of different games 
of chance:

a. The probability of getting exactly 5 s in 20 rolls of a 
fair die.

b.  The probability of getting at least 5 s in 20 rolls of a 
fair die.

c. The probability of getting at most 5 s in 20 rolls of a 
fair die.

d. The probability of getting exactly 5 Heads in 20 
tosses of a fair coin.

e.  The probability of getting at least 5 Heads in 20 
tosses of a fair coin.

f. The probability of getting at most 5 Heads in 20 
tosses of a fair coin.

2. Suppose that you are designing a quiz that will have 20 
questions on it. You want 60% (i.e., 12 correct out of the 
20) to be a passing grade. What is the probability that a 
student who simply guesses randomly will be able to 
pass the test (with a 60% or better) if you make each 
question be of the following type?

a. True or False.

b.  Multiple choice, where the correct answer is just one 
of three choices.

c.  Multiple choice, where the correct answer is just one 
of four choices.

d. Multiple choice, where the correct answer is that one 
or the other of two statements is accurate, or “neither 
is accurate” or “both are accurate”.

3. a. Use the R code in Section 6.9, Part 1, to replicate the 
calculations given there for the probability of getting 
at most 33 identifications of stɪl as steel in the 
“Phrase” condition if the 104 non-locals are not at a 
disadvantage in identifying this word relative to the 
locals. 
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b. Then adapt the code to calculate the analogous propor-
tion and probability for the other comparison dis-
cussed above in Section 6.7 — i.e., the probability of 
getting at most 78 correct identifications of stɪl as 
steel in the “Sentence” condition, where 69 of 86 lo-
cals identified the word correctly. 

4. a. Use the R code in Section 6.9, Part 2, to make a graph 
that reproduces the probability distribution in Figure 
6.5. Then make another figure that reproduces the cu-
mulative probability curve in that figure. 

b. Use the code also to reproduce the probability distri-
bution and the cumulative probability curve in the 
left panel of Figure 6.4. 

c. Then adapt the code to reproduce the probability dis-
tribution and the cumulative probability curve in Fig-
ure 6.6. 

d. Also adapt the code to reproduce the probability distri-
bution and the cumulative probability curve in the 
right panel of Figure 6.4. 

e. Adapt the code yet again to reproduce the probability 
distributions and the cumulative probability curves in 
panels (e), for N=6, and (k), for N=12, in Figure 6.1, 
and also for N=8. 

f.  Do the same thing as in (e), but for the p value used 
in making the panels of Figure 6.3. 

g. Make a bar plot showing the probability distribution 
that corresponds to the situation described in ques-
tion (a) for exercise 1. Also make a cumulative prob-
ability curve that corresponds to the equation that 
you used to answer question (b) of exercise 1. Use the 
abline() function to add a vertical dotted line at 
the value that you calculated in your answer to ques-
tion (b). Now make another cumulative probability 
curve (with a vertical dotted line) that corresponds to 
the equation that you used to answer question (c) of 
exercise 1.

5. In this chapter we found out that Ohio University stu-
dents who are from other regions of Ohio (non-locals) 
are at a disadvantage compared to those from Southeast-
ern Ohio (locals) when identifying the intended word 
when hearing steel pronounced as stɪl in a “Phrase” con-
text. However, they are not at a disadvantage when hear-
ing the word in a “Sentence” context. Use the relevant 
data in Table 6.2 to find out if non-locals are at a disad-
vantage compared to locals in identifying the intended 
word when hearing special pronounced as speɪʃəl, ei-
ther in a “Word” or in a “Phrase” context. To find out, fol-
low these steps.

a. Use the data from the locals to calculate the probabil-
ity of a hit on any given trial in the “Word” condition 
and in the “Phrase” condition.
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b. Write a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis 
similar to those given in (9) and (10) for the “Word” 
condition and for the “Phrase” condition.

c. Use the R code in Section 6.9, Part 1, to calculate the 
probability that the non-locals are not at a disadvan-
tage in identifying the intended word when hearing 
special pronounced as speɪʃəl in the “Word” condi-
tion and in the “Phrase” condition. Based on the p-
valued that you calculated, would you reject the null 
hypothesis in b? Why or why not?

d. Compare your results to those for the word steel 
pronounced as stɪl. Which word, stɪl or speɪʃəl, do 
you think the non-locals have a harder time correctly 
identifying? How did you decide?

6. Tables 6.4 through 6.8 are all like Table 6.2. Each identi-
fies the number (and percent) of the students in each of 
the six dialect background groups who correctly identi-
fied one or another of the target words in “The Bush Fire 
Story” experiment described in Flanigan and Norris 
(2000, see Appendix 1 for the story and information 
about other target words in the story). For each target 
word, we show the number of correct responses for each 
of the 3 conditions separately. As in Table 6.2, the col-
umn of numbers labeled with N is the sample size (i.e., 
total number of students) in each of the groups, and the 
last two rows of the table add up the numbers for the 

three local groups and then for the three non-local 
groups. For each of the tables, do the following things:

a. Look carefully at the table and decide whether there 
is any evidence that the non-locals are at a disadvan-
tage relative to the locals in identifying the target 
word. If there is no evidence of a disadvantage, note 
that, and move on to the next table. However, if there 
is some evidence of a disadvantage for at least one lis-
tening condition, proceed to answer the questions in 
step b.

b. Is the evidence of a disadvantage consistent across all 
three stimulus conditions, or is it limited to just the 
“Word” and “Phrase” conditions, or even to just the 
“Word” condition? For each condition that shows re-
sults suggesting a disadvantage for non-locals, use a 
one-tailed binomial test to evaluate whether the non-
locals show a significantly smaller proportion of cor-
rect response. Show the R code that you used to calcu-
late the p-value and state the α value that you used as 
the criterion for saying whether the lower proportion 
was significantly worse than expected by chance. 
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Table 6.4. Results for the target word tower taken from 
sentence (2) of the story. These numbers are estimated from 
Figures 15 and 16 on p. 189 of Flanigan and Norris (2000). 

campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N

stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                         N Word aloneWord alone PhrasePhrase SentenceSentence

branch 
campus 

1. Chillicothe1. Chillicothe 21 0 0% 4 19% 7 33%

2. Ironton2. Ironton 14 0 0% 4 29% 5 36%
region of 

origin 
3. Southeast3. Southeast 51 0 0% 9 18% 13 25%

in Ohio of 
main

4. Southwest4. Southwest 35 0 0% 1 3% 1 3%

campus 
students

5. Central5. Central 24 0 0% 2 8% 5 21%

6. North6. North 45 0 0% 3 7% 8 18%
totals: 1-3 (locals)1-3 (locals) 86 0 0% 17 20% 25 29%

4-6 (non-locals) 104 0 0% 6 6% 14 13%

Table 6.5. Results for the target word pole taken from 
sentence (4) of the story. The numbers are estimated from 
Figures 5 and 6 on p. 183 of Flanigan and Norris (2000).

campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N

stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N Word aloneWord alone PhrasePhrase SentenceSentence

branch 
campus 

1. Chillicothe1. Chillicothe 21 1 5% 17 81% 20 95%

2. Ironton2. Ironton 14 1 7% 12 86% 12 86%
region of 

origin 
3. Southeast3. Southeast 51 6 12% 45 88% 50 98%

in Ohio of 
main

4. Southwest4. Southwest 35 9 26% 34 97% 35 100%

campus 
students

5. Central5. Central 24 10 42% 22 92% 23 96%

6. North6. North 45 9 20% 38 84% 43 96%
totals: 1-3 (locals)1-3 (locals) 86 8 9% 74 86% 82 95%

4-6 (non-locals) 104 28 27% 94 90% 101 97%

Table 6.6. Results for the target word color taken from 
sentence (5) of the story. The numbers are estimated from 
Figures 11 and 12 on pp. 186 and 187 of Flanigan and Norris 
(2000).

campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N

stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N Word aloneWord alone PhrasePhrase SentenceSentence

branch 
campus 

1. Chillicothe1. Chillicothe 21 12 57% 17 81% 19 90%

2. Ironton2. Ironton 14 9 64% 11 79% 14 100%
region of 

origin 
3. Southeast3. Southeast 51 10 20% 15 29% 47 92%

in Ohio of 
main

4. Southwest4. Southwest 35 7 20% 13 37% 24 69%

campus 
students

5. Central5. Central 24 0 0% 6 25% 15 62%

6. North6. North 45 6 13% 12 27% 35 78%
totals: 1-3 (locals)1-3 (locals) 86 31 36% 43 50% 80 93%

4-6 (non-locals) 104 13 12% 31 30% 74 71%

Table 6.7. Results for the target word pool taken from 
sentence (6) of the story. The numbers are estimated from 
Figures 3 and 4 on p. 182 of Flanigan and Norris (2000).

campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N

stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N Word aloneWord alone PhrasePhrase SentenceSentence

branch 
campus 

1. Chillicothe1. Chillicothe 21 5 24% 4 19% 11 52%

2. Ironton2. Ironton 14 4 29% 5 36% 12 86%
region of 

origin 
3. Southeast3. Southeast 51 18 35% 26 51% 50 98%

in Ohio of 
main

4. Southwest4. Southwest 35 18 51% 18 51% 35 100%

campus 
students

5. Central5. Central 24 9 38% 14 58% 21 88%

6. North6. North 45 17 38% 19 42% 41 91%
totals: 1-3 (locals)1-3 (locals) 86 27 31% 35 41% 73 85%

4-6 (non-locals) 104 44 42% 51 49% 97 93%
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Table 6.8. Results for the target word fire taken from 
sentence (7) of the story. The numbers are estimated from 
Figures 13 and 14 on p. 188 of Flanigan and Norris (2000).

campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N

stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)stimulus condition (context of target word)campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N
campus & OH region of  
the 6 listener groups:                        N Word aloneWord alone PhrasePhrase SentenceSentence

branch 
campus 

1. Chillicothe1. Chillicothe 21 0 0% 1 5% 15 71%

2. Ironton2. Ironton 14 0 0% 1 7% 3 21%
region of 

origin 
3. Southeast3. Southeast 51 5 10% 7 14% 25 49%

in Ohio of 
main

4. Southwest4. Southwest 35 8 23% 10 29% 18 51%

campus 
students

5. Central5. Central 24 1 4% 5 21% 11 46%

6. North6. North 45 4 9% 6 13% 11 24%
totals: 1-3 (locals)1-3 (locals) 86 5 6% 9 10% 43 50%

4-6 (non-locals) 104 13 12% 21 20% 40 38%

7. Suppose that you wanted a test to see whether a young-
child has a normal-sized vocabulary or is at risk of lan-
guage delay. The test that many people use to try to as-
sess vocabulary size is the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test (PPVT). The test consists of 19 graded sets of 
words, where each word has an accompanying set of 
four drawings, one depicting the target word and the oth-
ers depicting other words. The word sleep might be 
probed with drawings of a boy sleeping, of a woman hug-
ging a baby, of a girl laughing, and of a man walking a 
dog. The person giving the test asks the child “Show me 
sleep.” and notes which of the four pictures the child 
chose. Testing starts with a set of twelve words that have 
been shown to be easy for most typically-developing chil-
dren in the child’s age group, and if the child chooses the 
correct picture for most words in the initial block, the 

tester proceeds through sets of harder and harder words 
until the child fails to point to the correct drawing for at 
least nine out of any twelve consecutive target words. 
Why does the test stop when it does? 

 You can apply the binomial test to figure this out. Start 
by figuring out how likely a child is to point to the wrong 
picture on any one trial, if he or she doesn’t know the tar-
get word and just guesses. Since there are four drawings, 
there is a one in four chance of being correct just by 
guessing. So, the probability of a false positive on any 
given trial is 1/4. Use this value of p=1/4 for a false posi-
tive in answering the following questions. 

a. For any given trial, what is the probability that a child 
who does not know the word and is simply guessing 
will point to one of the three pictures other than the 
correct picture? 

b. What is the probability that the child will fail to point 
to the correct drawing for at most 8 words (k ≤ 8) on 
12 consecutive trials (n=12), if the child was guessing 
about all 12 words?

c. What is the probability that the child will fail to point 
to the correct drawing for at most 9 words on 12 con-
secutive trials, if the child was guessing about all 12 
words? 

d. Suppose that the PPVT is designed so that testing con-
tinues until there is more than a 50% chance that the 
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words are now too hard for the child and the child is 
just guessing. Does the instruction to stop the test 
when the child has made at least 9 errors out of 12 tri-
als fit this design?  

6.11. References and data sources
The story in Table 6.9, the transcriptions of the vowels in Ta-
ble 6.1, and the results in Table 6.2 and Tables 6.4 through 6.8 
are from a study of the effects on word identification of differ-
ences between the Southeast Ohio dialect and other Ohio dia-
lects in the vowels in the sets: color-collar-caller, fire-far, 
tower-tire-tar, pole-pool-pull, steel-still, special-spatial. It is 
described in:

Beverly Olson Flanagan and Franklin Paul Norris 
(2000). Cross-dialectal comprehension as evidence 
for boundary mapping: Perceptions of the speech of 
southeastern Ohio. Language Variation and Change, 
12 (2), 175-201. 

The data for exercise 7 come from:

Lloyd M. Dunn & Douglas M. Dunn (2007). Peabody Pic-
ture Vocabulary Test, 4th Edition. Pearson Educa-
tion, Inc.

The quotations from Ladefoged are from his book:

Peter Ladefoged (2005). Vowels and Consonants: An In-
troduction to the Sounds of Languages. 2nd Ed. 
Blackwell. 
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Appendix 6A. Other target words in “The Bush 
Fire” story
In the main part of this chapter, we focused on steel and spe-
cial — the two target words in the first sentence of “The Bush 
Fire” story that Flanigan and Norris (2000) devised for their 
experiment. The rest of the story tested five other target 
words. Since you are analyzing the results for these other tar-
get words in one of the exercises in this chapter, here we give 
you the whole story (Table 6.9) and a summary of relevant in-
formation about the target words other than steel and still (in 
Table 6.10).

Table 6.9. “The Bush Fire” story in Flanigan and Norris 
(2000). Target words are in italics, and the context phrases 
are underlined.

(1) One time when I was a little kid, I had to take a special delivery letter 
to my pa, who worked down to the steel mill outside of town. (2) As I 
was walking through the woods, I saw a bush fire in the hollow near the 
fire tower. (3) I ran home as fast as I could, but it was three miles back 
to town, and after a while I got so tired I stopped to rest by a pool of 
water beside a cornfield. (4) There was a fishing pole sitting there, and I 
just couldn’t resist trying to catch a few. (5) Suddenly this big dog, kind 
of yellow in color, came at me, and I dropped the pole and ran back to 
town real fast along the freshly tarred road. (6) Still, by the time I got 
there the fire truck had already gone to the woods and was drawing 
water from that same pool to fill their hoses. (7) I guess another caller 
had phoned in the fire. (8) I didn’t know where to go then; I knew my 
pa wouldn’t especially like it that I didn’t get that letter to him and 
didn’t report the fire either!

Table 6.10. Pronunciations (and potential mismatches in 
other dialects) of the 5 other target words in the story, as 
described in the list on p. 178 of Flanigan & Norris (2000). 
The numbers in the Southeast Ohio side of the table are the 
words’ Kučera-Francis frequencies.

Southeast Ohio pronunciations (and Kučera-
Francis frequencies) of the target 
homophone sets 

Northern Cities dialect pronunciations (and 
vowel contrasts) of target word and other 
words in the set.

tower = tire  = tar (all tɒ:r)
  13         22         12

tower taʊ.ər  ≠ tire taɪ.ər ≠ tar tɑ:r  
(diphthongs aʊ versus aɪ  versus 
monophthong ɑ:)

fire = far (both fɒ:r)
187    427

fire faɪ.ər ≠ far fɑ:r
 (diphthong aɪ versus monophthong ɑ:)

color = collar = caller (all kɒ:lər)
  141       17           2

color kʌlər ≠ collar kɑ:lər ≠ caller kɔ:lər
(short ʌ versus long ɑ: versus long ɔ:)

pole = pool = pull (all pʊl)
18        111       51

pole poʊl ≠ pool pu:l ≠ pull pʊl
(diphthong oʊ versus long u: versus short ʊ)

To understand Table 6.10, look again at Table 6.1, where we 
identified differences between the Southeast Ohio dialect spo-
ken in Athens and the Northern Cities dialect spoken in Cleve-
land and Toledo. In the two Northern Cities, the targets steel 
and special are differentiated from the other words in their 
“homophone” sets by a contrast between a short front vowel 
and a long front vowel or diphthong. Thus, the words still and 
steel are a minimal pair for the contrast between short high 
front ɪ and long high front i: in the Northern Cities dialects (as 
in most other dialects of English). Similarly, the words special 
and spatial are a minimal pair for the contrast between the 
short mid front vowel ɛ and the diphthong eɪ in these other 
dialects. 

Each of the other targets also involves a set of words that are 
pronounced as homophones in the Southeast Ohio dialect, but 
not in the Northern Cities dialect of Cleveland and Toledo. 
The left-hand part of Table lists the Southeast Ohio pronuncia-
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tions for a target word (and the other words in its homophone 
set), as well as the number of times the word occurred in the 
Kučera-Francis corpus of 1 million words. The right-hand part 
of the table lists the pronunciations of each of the words in the 
set on the left in the Northern Cities dialect. 

Appendix 6B. How to calculate n choose k 
If you don’t have access to a program that will calculate this 
for you, in the way that the R choose() function does, you 
can rely on the following formula.

 (11)        = 

Here the ! is notation (read “factorial”) for multiplying a series 
of integers starting at the number before the ! and continuing 
down to 1, as in (12) through (14).

 (12) n! = n * (n-1) * (n-2) * (n-3) * ... * 2 * 1

 (13) k! = k * (k-1) * (k-2) * (k-3) * ... * 2 * 1

 (14) (n-k)! = (n-k) * (n-k-1) * (n-k-2) * (n-k-3) * ... * 2 * 1

Plugging these values into equation (11) gives equation (15), 
which you can compute with any calculator, although it can be 
tedious to do so for values of n that are larger than about 6.

    (15)     =
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